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Let R be a commutative semilocal ring in which 2 is a unit. It is further 
assumed that either R has no residue fields with 5 or fewer elements, or squares 
of units may be lifted modulo the Jacobson radical of R. Generalizing a 
theorem of Elman and Lam, it is proved that quadratic forms over R are 
characterized by their Hasse invariant, determinant and rank iff P(R) = 0, 
where I(R) is the ideal generated by forms of even rank in the Witt ring of R. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a commutative ring. We will denote the Witt ring of nondegenerate 
bilinear spaces (R, B) over R by W(R), [6, p. 1231, and let I(R) denote the 
ideal of W(R) generated by the free spaces of even rank. If R is a semilocal 
ring in which 2 is a unit (which we assume from now on), every free bilinear 
space over R can be diagonalized, and we use the notation (a, ,..., a,) (with 
each ai a unit in R) in the obvious manner to denote such a diagonalization. 
We define the Hasse invariant of (ai ,..., a,), Hasse ((al ,..., a,)), to be the 
class of @&(ai , aj)/R] in the Brauer group of R, Br(R), where [(a, b)/R] 
denotes the usual quaternion R-algebra relative to units a, b in R. Either by 
[8, Definition 2.131 or by slightly modifying the arguments in [9] for fields, 
we find that the Hasse invariant does not depend on the particular diagonaliza- 
tion chosen. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem. Here U 
denotes the unit functor. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let R be a semilocal ring in which 2 is a unit. In addition 
suppose that for any maximal ideal m of R such that R/m has 5 or fewer elements, 
the sequence 0 + U(R)2 -+ U(R) --f U(R/m)/imU(R)2 is exact. Then, bilinear 
spaces over R are characterized up to isometry by their Hasse invariant, deter- 
minant and rank i f f  P(R) = 0. 
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If R is a connected ring (i.e. no nontrivial idempotents) by [6, Corollary 1.21 
and Lemma 2.131, I(R) is the unique maximal ideal of W(R) containing 2. 
Thus Theorem 1.1 shows that the success of characterizing bilinear spaces 
over R by the stated invariants depends only on the ring structure of W(R). 
We note that by using the technique of [8, Lemma 3.51 the latter statement 
is true even if R is not connected. Furthermore, since the hypotheses and 
conclusion of Theorem 1.1 hold for R = Rl x R, iff they hold for both RI 
and R, , we will assume henceforth that R is connected. As a consequence, all 
bilinear spaces over R are immediately free. 
Theorem 1 .I generalizes and was prompted by the same result when 
R is a field due to Elman and Lam [3, Theorem 3.1 I]. As in [3], Theorem 1.1 
is a consequence of the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Then, if d is a 
unit of R which is not a square, then Is(R) = 0 implies IS(R da) = 0. 
We will devote the rest of this section to the proof of Theorem 1.1 from 
Theorem 1.2. In Section 2 we prove the technical results needed in our 
setting to finally prove Theorem 1.2 in Section 3. The arguments in Sections 1 
and 3 are essentially the same as in [3], although due to the generality of our 
setting we are forced to avoid several of the tools used there (e.g. Stiefel- 
Whitney classes, and the Hauptsatz of Arason-Pfister). In contrast, for lack 
of an analog of the Scharlau Reciprocity Law when R is semilocal, our proof 
of Proposition 2.4 is quite different from that in [2], providing an elementary 
proof even when R is a field. 
We will use the notation <al ,.. ., a,>> (for a, in U(R)) for the n-fold Pfister 
form &(I, ai). It is not difficult to show that the 1-Pfisters generate I(R) 
additively, so that as a consequence I”(R) is generated additively by the 
n-Pfisters. Furthermore, a space (E, B) of rank n is in 12(R) iff n is even and 
disc E z det E . (-l)e(n-1)/2 is a square. 
Let y: 12(R) -+ Br(R) by y((B)) = Hasse (E) . cZ([(-I, -1)/R]). By an 
easy calculation it follows that y is a well defined group homomorphism. 
LEMMA 1.3. y is injective a# all bilinear spaces over R are determined up to 
ispmetry by their Hasse invariant determinant and rank. 
Proof. First suppose y is injective and M and N are two spaces with the 
same invariants. Clearly then there is a space P with disc (M J- P) = 
disc (N J- P) = 1, which as noted above puts (M 1 P) and (N J- P) in 
F(R). But y((M 1 P)) = y((N J- P)). Thus, by the injectivity of y, 
(MIP)=(NIP) in W(R). Then since M and N have the same rank, the 
cancellation theorem [4, p. 251 implies M g N. 
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On the other hand, suppose the invariants determine spaces up to isometry, 
and A(M)) = AWN f or s P aces M and N determining classes in 12(R). By 
adding hyperbolic planes where necessary we may assume the ranks and 
determinants of M and N are the same. But then y((M) = r((N)) implies 
Hasse M = Hasse N, forcing ME IV. 1 
We can now prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3 it will suffice to showP(R) = 0 iffy is injective. The 
sufficiency is then immediate since by direct calculation y(13(R)) = 0. So 
suppose13(R) = 0. 
Let Y be the class of all extensions of R obtained by repeated quadratic 
extension. We note that if S is in Y, its residue fields are field extensions of 
residue fields of R, therefore S must satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2. 
Then, by repeated application of Theorem 1.2, it follows that Is(S) = 0 for 
all S in 9. 
Now suppose ys: P(S) + Br(S) is not injective for some S in Y (including 
R). Then we can choose S such that there is a nontrivial space 
with (E) in ker y and r minimal. We first suppose r > 1. Since r is minimal, 
-a, cannot be a square, thus T = S(-a,)li2 is a quadratic extension of S and 
lies in Y. But over T, ((al , b,)) is hyperbolic and CL=, c&ad , bi)) represents 
an element of ker yr (by the naturality of r), and is of less than minimal length. 
Therefore, by the induction assumption (E) is in ker: IV(S) + W(S(-aJlI2). 
Now applying [l, Korollar 2.91 E e (1, a,) . M or E s (1, al) . N J- H for 
some bilinear spaces M or N. But in the latter case N must be of rank 2~ - 1 
which makes disc x = -a, , a contradiction since -al is not a square. 
Therefore E c (1, -al) . M. Then, M is in I(R), hence 
M = (1, -disc M)(mod12(S)). 
This implies E = ((aI , -disc M>> (mod 13(S) = 0). Therefore, 
E = <al, -disc M>> 
in P(S), again violating the minimality of r. 
Finally then, I must be 1 and E = cl<al , b,)). But then, since y((E)) = 1, 
N-a1 9 -b,)/R] = 1 in Br(R). Thus, Hasse ((a, b, ab)) = Hasse ((1, -1, -l)), 
and then by [8, Theorem 2.141 (a, b, ab) s (1, -1, 1). Therefore, (E) = 0, a 
contradiction. 
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2. AN EXACT SEQUENCE INVOLVING THE TRACE 
Let d be a unit of R which is not a square, and let s: R 2/Lz + R be the 
R-linear map determined by s( 1) = 0 and s(d@ = I. It is easy to check that 
as in [5, Section 41 s is nondegenerate so that map s*: W(R dd) -+ W(R) by 
s*w 9 = w s 0 B)) is a R-linear homomorphism. We denote the 
inclusion map R -+ R z/et by i and the induced mapping W(R) + W(R z/a) 
by i*. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The sequence 
0 + W(R)(((-d)) + W(R) 4 W(R &) s* W(R) 
is exact. 
Proof. The exactness at W(R) is [I, Korollar 2.91, and the triviality of 
s.+ o i* follows by direct computation on l-dimensional forms. 
Now suppose s,((E, B)) = 0 for some quadratic space (12, B) over R &!. 
We must show ((E, B)) is in the image of i*. If it is not, we may assume that E 
is of minimal rank n with this property. Thus, to get a contradiction it will 
suffice to show that E g (a) 1 E’ with a in U(R). But for this we only have 
to find an element x of E with B(x, x) a unit of R, since if x’ is in E, 
x’ = P(x, x’)lB(x, x)1x + (x’ - [B(x, x’)/B(x, x)1x), 
demonstrating that E = (R dJ)x 1 (R l/a)x)l. Finally, we further note, 
that it is actually enough to show that if M is a maximal ideal of R, then there 
is an x in E with B(x, x) in R - M. For suppose Ml , M, ,..., M, are the 
maximal ideals of R, and e, , e2 ,..., e, are picked in R with eje, = 
&,(mod Rad(R)). Then if xi is picked with B(x, x) in R - Mi , it follows that 
B(x, x) is a unit of R for x = C e,xj . 
Since s,((E, B)) = 0, we know that (E, s 0 B) is hyperbolic over R. 
Therefore, there is an R-basis {So , yi>izi satisfying 
I 
s 0 B(xj , xk) = s 0 R(x, , y2) = s 0 B(y, , ylc) = 0, for ‘all j, k, I withj # I 
s 0 B(xi , yj) = 1 for allj 
or equivalently 
B(xi 3 %) = %k 9 B(xj 9 Yt) = 9,~ > NY, , yk) = %‘k > 
where the mik , pi, , qjk are in R for all j, k, 1 with j # 1. 
B(xj , yi) = cj + dd where the c, are in R for all j. 
Now let M be a fixed maximal ideal of A. Since we are trying to pick x 
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with B(x, x) in R - ikl, we may clearly assume the mjj and qij are in M. 
Furthermore, by considering the choices xj + xk , xi + yk , or yj + y& 
(withj # K) for x, we may assume the mjk , p, , and qjk are in M as well. 
For simplicity of notation we write 4(t) = B(t, t) for any t in E. 
Now suppose cj2 f d (mod M) for somej. We will write r for 1 - 2qj, , an 
element of R - M. Then 
$($YXj + (Cj - Y d2) yj) = & Y 2 mjj + (ci - Y .\/@ qji + r(ci -r l/;Z)(cj + l/J) 
which after regrouping and combining elements of M, is 
(m + ~(cj2 - yd)) - ycj(2qjj - 1 + Y) 4 = m + Y(C~ - rd) 
for some m in 111. But m + r(cj2 - Yd) 3 (ci2 - d) (mod M), the required 
conclusion. 
Thus, we may suppose ci 2 - d is in M for all j. Then, either cj + ck is in 
M for some j and K, or ci - ck is in M for all j and R. In the first case we let 
x’ = &(xi + xk) and y’ = y+ -k yK . By direct calculation, B(x’, x’) and 
B( y’, y’) are in M, and B(x’, y’) = c + d& where c is in M. Therefore, the 
argument of the last paragraph applies since c2 + d (mod M). 
Thus cg - ck must be in M for all values of j and K. Let et be an arbitrary 
element of E. Since (xj , yi} is an R-basis of E, v = xj yjxj + siys for some 
choice of yi and s, in R. Then +(v) = m + C rjsjcj + (C yjsj) z/a for some m 
in M. But since cr - ci is in M for all j, 
4(4 = (m’ + (C yjs3) cl) + (1 YA) dg 
for some m’ in M. Then the norm of 4(v) is m” + (C rjsj)“(c12 - d) for some 
m” in M. Hence the norm of 4(v) is in M and +(v) cannot be a unit of R l/a. 
This contradicts the nondegeneracy of (E, B). m 
Remark. In case R is a field a much easier proof of Proposition 2.1 can be 
found in [7, Theorem 3.31. The simplification is not only in that part of the 
proof presented above, but also in [7, Theorem 3.21, the analog of [l, 
Korollar 2.91 cited above. 
It is easy to check that s*(P(R &I) S P(R) when k = 1,2, without the 
requirements on the residue field contained in Theorem 1.1. For the general 
case, we require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let R satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, and let d be a 
unit of R which is not a square. If (E, B) is a rank 2 free bilinear space over R 
then E z (ul -I- v1 l/a, u2 + v2 2/2E), where u1 and vl are in R, while 
v1 , v2 , ulv2 - u2vl are units of R. 
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Proof. Using a reduction similar to the one in Proposition 2.1, it will 
suffice to show that if M is a maximal ideal of R, we can pick u1 , zlr , ua , v2 
so that ZJ r , v2 , ulv, - uavr are not in ik7. We will denote reduction modulo M 
with a bar. Let (u,’ + vi’ 42, ua’ + vZr 2/a) be any diagonalization of E. 
First, suppose R/M has more than 5 elements. Let u, + vj dd = 
(rj + v’V(uj + vj’ da), w ere j = 1,2 and the rj are elements of R yet to h 
be determined. If we can pick the rj so that the rj + @are units of R @and 
vl , v2 , ulv2 - u2vl are not in M we will be done. 
By direct calculation, we obtain 
uj = rj2ujf + 2rjdvi’ + duif, j = 1,2, (1) 
TJ~ = rj2vj' + 2rjuj’ f dvj’, j = 1,2. (2) 
Since u,’ + vr’ &I is a unit of R dd, we may assume either uI’ or v,’ is not 
in M, and thus the right side of (2) ‘s 1 a nontrivial linear or quadratic expression 
in r when considered modulo AK Therefore, Eq. (2) eliminates at most two 
choices for r, (mod M). However, for there to exist an r, with r, + dd a unit 
of R @, we must require r12 + d (mod M), eliminating at most two more 
choices of r, (mod M). Thus, since R/M has more than 4 elements, we can 
pick r, as required. 
Now let E = Gl in R/M. Then E-a< = (czlgx2), so it will 
suffice to show we can pick F2 with c< # i2 , c2 # 0, and G # 2. As before, 
the last two condition exhaust at most 4 elements of R/M. Using (1) and (2) 
z2 # & can be rewritten as 
r22(u2 -1 
-- -- - 
- -7 cv2 ) + 2r(dv,’ - 3) + d(u, - cv2) # 0. (3) 
We claim this is a nontrivial quadratic or linear expression in ;i . For if 
7 
u2 = 2 and G = 3, then 
-- 
(2)2 - d(v,‘)2 = F2(q2 - (cu2’) q = c2(v2’)2 - (22) v,’ = 0, 
a contradiction, since u2’ + v2’ l/(t is a unit of R da. Therefore, the condition 
cyz # zz eliminates at most 2 more values of <. Since R/M has at least 7 
elements, the required choice is possible. 
If R/M has exactly 5 elements the same argument will work, since by 
hypothesis Y22 # a is true for all G. Hence we may suppose that RIM has 
exactly 3 elements. 
Now, suppose in addition that 2 and 7 are not 0. As before, we can at 
least pick < so that (3) is satisfied. Since f2a # a = 2 by hypothesis, we are 
done if < # 0. Thus, beginning again, we may assume without loss of 
generality that 2 = 0. In this case (3) becomes: G2 + r> + 2 # 0. Since 
E = urjvr , c is not 0. But <2 + c + 2 = 0 and T2” + 25 + 2 = 0 have no 
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solutions modulo 3, thus (3) is satisfied for any 6 . Thus it suffices to pick < 
so that G # 0 and this eliminates only 2 choices for < . 
The only thing left to show is that if R/M has just 3 elements and a = 2, 
then E G (ul + v1 da, u2 + v2 @h w h ere L1 and &I are nonzero. Again let 
(u; + V1'dd,u2' $ v,'dd> b e an arbitrary diagonalization. Using Eqs. (1) 
and (2) we may assume q f 0 and 2 # 0. We may also assume q = 
1 = 0, for otherwise we are done. Let e be an element of R which is in all u2 
maximal ideals of R except M, yet z = 1. We claim 
01 = (Ul’ + V’I’ d/d) + eyu; + v2’ z/d) 
is a unit of R z/a. Certainly since ur’ + vr’ da is a unit of R, the only maximal 
ideals MO of R \/a which can contain 01 lie over M. But then 
a = ul’ + vi & (mod MO). 
However, (u~‘)~ - d(v2’)2 z 1 - 2(l) + 0 (mod M), thus 01 can lie in no 
maximal ideal of R &?. Therefore, since E clearly represents (Y, E g (01, p) 
for some /3, and OL is of the required form. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, then 
s,(P(R 2/;t)) C I”(R) for any positive integer n. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. For 7t = 1 the statement follows 
by the definition of s* . Then since P(R da) is generated additively by the 
n-Pfisters, it will suffice to show that s*(((ar>> * $) is in P(R), where a, is a 
unit R &J and 4 is an (n - I)-Pfister. We note that if a, is in R, the result 
follows from the induction hypothesis since s.+ is W(R) linear. 
Let r be any unit of R. Then ((al> .c$ = ((-r)) + r((a,/r>> * C#I in W(R), 
so clearly it will suffice to show s*(((a,/r> . c$) is in P(R). Since 41 is an 
(n - I)-Pfister and 12 > 1, we may write 4 = <az>> .$’ for a unit a2 of R dd 
and an (n - 2)-Pfister 9’. Then since ((al/~> . 4 = <al/r, u2> . $‘, it will 
suffice to show that for some unit Y of R, ((al/r, uz> s ((sl , s,>, where sr is a 
unit of R. 
Now, by Lemma 2.2 (replacing the original a, , a2 if necessary) we may 
assume a, = ur + vi Z/ctand up = u2 + v2 da, where v1 , v2 , and ulvz - uzvl 
are units of R. Let r = -v,/v2. Then (a,/~) + u2 = -(ulv2/v1) + u2 = 
(u2v1 - ulv2)/r is a unit of R. Since s1 can easily be taken equal to (a&-) + a2 , 
the proof is complete. 
Remark. In case R is a field [2, A 2.91 p roves the analog of Proposition 2.3 
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for any finite field extension of R. The technique used there is to consider a 
finite extension field as the residue field of a valuation on the field of rational 
functions over R. This technique has no apparent generalization when R is 
semilocal. 
3. A PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
With the tools of Section 2, Theorem 2.1 now follows by only minor 
modification of [3, Proposition 3.41, which we include for completeness. 
However, we will omit proofs of the technical results [3, Theorem 1.1(l), 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.51 since the only modification necessary is the substitution 
of [l, Korollar 2.91 for [7, Theorem 3.21. 
Proof. Let S = R @. We must show that if 4 is a 3-Pfister over S then $ 
is trivial in W(R). 
Since 13(R) = 0, Proposition 2.3 shows that s.+.((+)) = 0. Then by Proposi- 
tion 2.1, (4) = i*((q)), where 4 is in W(R). In fact from the proof of Proposi- 
tion 2.1 it is clear that 4 may be taken to be a free form of rank 8, say 
q = <a, ,-**, as), where the uj are units in R. Since 4 is in P(S) det p must be 
a square in S, thus ;*(({a, . det Q, aa ,..., us))) = (4) as well. Hence, we may 
assume det 4 = I, and therefore 4 is in 12(R). By [3, Lemma 2.51 4 can be 
written as &i (~~)((a~, bi)). Now on one hand by direct calculation, 
y(13(S)) = 1, while on the other, r(i*(q)) = l’JZ,((-ai, -bJ/S), so that 
&f=,((-q , -b,)/S) = 1 in Br(S). 
Let Q’ = ((ai , b,)) J- (--d)((a, , b& I (e)((a3 , b3)), where e is a unit of R 
yet to be determined. Clearly 4’ = q (modIS(R thus q’ = q in W(R). But 
by [3, Theorem 1.1(l) and Lemma 2.11 it follows that 
over R for some units f, g, h, k of R, thus 
Now, let e = -dg. Since [(-h, -k)/S] . [(-a3, b3)/S] * [(d, -f)/S] = 1, 
as above we can conclude 
for some units 1, m, n, p of R. But then 
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But then i*((q)) = ((gm)((n, p>>) in W(S), which puts (((n, p>>) in13(S). This 
implies ~(((n, p>>) = 1 in Br(S), which by the concluding argument in the 
proof of Lemma 1.3, implies that ((n, p>> = 0 in W(S), and consequently 
that($) = i*((q)) = 0 in W(S). 1 
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